July 19, 2023

The Honorable Dick Durbin  
Chair, Senate Committee on the Judiciary  
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building  
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorable Lindsey Graham  
Ranking Member, Senate Committee on the Judiciary  
224 Dirksen Senate Office Building  
Washington, DC 20510

Re: The SCERT Act

Dear Chairman Durbin and Ranking Member Graham:

I am writing on behalf of Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (CREW), a nonpartisan nonprofit focused on government ethics, transparency and accountability, to convey our strong support for S.359, the Supreme Court Ethics, Recusal, and Transparency Act (“SCERT Act”). We urge you to pass this bill out of committee and begin the process of addressing the glaring problems with the Supreme Court’s ethics regime. It is far past time that our nation’s highest court is held to the highest ethical standards.

For decades, liberal and conservative justices alike have publicly tested the limits of the judiciary’s weak ethical framework, while activists and advocates, regardless of motivation or ideology, have found troubling ways to exploit every gap they can find. In just the last year alone, the public has learned of a decades-long “influence” campaign whereby patrons of the Court’s Historical Society seemingly purchased unparalleled access to the Supreme Court, possibly obtaining information about the Court’s decision in Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores Inc. prior to it being publicly released.1 Earlier this year, reporting revealed that Justice Clarence Thomas accepted, and failed to disclose, hundreds of thousands of dollars in gifts and travel from Harlan Crow, a billionaire political benefactor who has donated millions of dollars to groups dedicated to tort reform and conservative jurisprudence.2 And most

---

recently, reporting by ProPublica revealed that in 2008 Justice Samuel Alito accepted but failed to disclose travel on billionaire Paul Singer’s private jet to a luxury fishing trip in Alaska organized and attended by Leonard Leo, a leader of the Federalist Society. After the trip, Justice Alito then failed to recuse himself in at least 10 cases in which Singer’s hedge fund appeared before the court. Moreover, in prior years, Justices Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Stephen Breyer heard cases in which they likely should have recused themselves due to personal and financial interests. In fact, every currently serving Supreme Court justice has participated in a case that raises questions about their impartiality.

These scandals are the latest manifestation of the crisis of ethics that is undermining our federal judiciary. The SCERT Act would bring much-needed transparency and accountability to the Supreme Court’s ethical framework, transforming the way the justices approach their ethical obligations. Although measured in its approach, the bill would create a critically important recusal and disclosure system, including review of recusal decisions, and in so doing bring much-needed transparency and accountability to the judiciary’s current system of self-monitoring and self-reporting. We believe that the standards imposed by the SCERT Act are wholly appropriate to help put the judiciary on a path towards a more robust and transparent ethical framework.

Congress’s power to subject the Supreme Court to basic ethics rules is supported by the Constitution’s structure and text, as well as centuries of practice. In fact, many of the laws that the SCERT Act would expand have been operative on the Supreme Court for decades without challenge; for instance, 28 U.S.C. § 455, the federal disqualification statute, has applied to Supreme Court justices as well as lower federal court judges for 75 years, the Ethics in Government Act for 45 years, and the Ethics Reform Act for 34 years.
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The judiciary is built on a foundation of public trust; without it, its credibility erodes. The current ethics scandals we are seeing at the Supreme Court were entirely preventable if the Court had been willing to reform its lax ethics and recusal systems. In the absence of the judiciary showing any leadership on this issue, however, Congress now has an obligation to pass legislation to protect our democracy and implement much-needed judicial ethics reform. The SCERT Act does just that. We urge the Senate Judiciary Committee to pass the SCERT Act out of committee as soon as possible and demonstrate that, although federal judges and justices may interpret the law, they are not above it.

Sincerely,

Noah Bookbinder  
President and Chief Executive Officer

cc: The Honorable Sheldon Whitehouse  
Chair, Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Federal Courts, Oversight, Agency Action, and Federal Rights

The Honorable John Kennedy  
Ranking Member, Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Federal Courts, Oversight, Agency Action, and Federal Rights